


Everyone is scrambling to find
new ways to help them sell

more effectively. Products are
updated. Materials are redesigned.
Sales processes are refined. Any
or all of these strategies may in fact
increase business. However, there
is one very inexpensive area for
improvement that is overlooked by
most salespeople - language. Be
assured, improve your word power
and you will increase your selling
power.

In this culture, the concept of
words as serious sales tools (or
weapons, depending on your
metaphor of choice) may seem
silly. However, I would argue that it
is precisely because of our cultural
trends that the people who use
language with precision, creativity,
and thoughtfulness will have a
distinct competitive advantage and
triumph at the end of the sales day,
with or without pretty new support
materials.

There is a golden opportunity
awaiting the articulate salesperson
in a culture where the art of
language has deteriorated.

And you, what words do you
use to describe what you do, how

you do it, and what the benefits are
to your clients?

What words do you use to earn
an appointment or a callback?
When you open a business
discussion, is every word designed
to engage? Do you articulate
presentations in the most
appealing way or are they filled
with clichés and bland language?
Are your questions crafted to elicit
the best information while at the
same time creating a comfortable,
conversational environment for
your client? Are your responses to
objections strategically phrased so
that your client isn’t put on the
defensive? When you move to the
next step, do you use non-
pressuring language?

"He who speaks well fights
well”- Proverb

Words matter. Put some thought
and care into them. It won’t cost
you anything except a little thinking
time. The result can mean the
difference between a “yes” and a
“no".

Finally, let me share with you my
five “magic words” that I sprinkle
liberally into my conversations with
clients and prospects, particularly

when I am engaging in dialogue in
the C- Lounge. They are: “Save”
“Gain” “Reduce” “Increase” and
“Improve” When used at the
appropriate time, they are
incredibly powerful, but only if you
can back them up with hard
evidence!

Be assured, words really are
that important.

Jonathan Farrington
Editor & CEO of TSW 

More from and about Jonathan
HERE

Editorial
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Are Words Really That Important?

http://jonathanfarrington.com/
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If you are like most sales managers, you often wonder about your sales reps:  the nature of their job
means they are out of sight, but they are certainly not out of mind. Are they working? Are they doing the
right things? Are they calling on the right customers? Do they have the right skills? Most importantly, are
they making a difference?

If you would like to bring more accountability and productivity to your sales force, Front Row can help.
We have helped thousands of sales managers and hundreds of companies take the blinders off and
improve their sales performance.

Front Row has developed a unique sales reporting system and app that allows a sales rep to complete
and submit a sales report, assign a task, update an opportunity  and enter a sale or forecast amount
immediately after a sales call in less than 60 seconds from any mobile device. This extraordinary real
time sales reporting system opens up a whole new world of sales rep and customer insights. The sales
manager will have information about all sales rep activity, sales rep trends, strengths and weaknesses,
etc. View video of reports.

In addition Front Row can provide reports that include maps with client and sales rep location, mileage
tracking, route planning and mapping for prospecting opportunities. 

The maps below are real screen shots of two sales reps from the same company. The first screen shot
has both blue pins (sales reps location when he sent his sales report) and red pins (clients location
based on an address) and shows excellent sales rep activity. When you hold your cursor over a pin it
will show you the Clients name, the time and the sales report submitted.

The second screen shot shows a map with 7 blue pins and reveals a sales rep who submitted all his sales
reports throughout the day from his hotel room. The fact that there are no red pins means he was never
near a client that day. With Front Row solutions you will never wonder again where your sales reps are.

Listen in to Jonathan Farrington's interview with Etien D'Hollander, 
Front Row's Founder and President HERE

http://www.jonathanfarrington.com/resource-library/interview/in-conversation-with-etien-dhollander/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IEQpsIGUwhA&feature=youtu.be
http://frontrowsolutions.com/Free-Trial
http://frontrowsolutions.com/Contact-Us


If your customers are more digitally
and socially empowered than your

sales team, or if your sales force’s
skills in the social selling domain
are iffy, Jill Rowley warns that your
sales force is in danger of not just
being ineffective, but also of
becoming extinct! Jill was a top

producing salesperson at Eloqua
for over 10 years, and after it was
acquired by Oracle in 2013, she led
a global Social Selling initiative.
She is now the chief evangelist and
founder of Jill Rowley
#SocialSelling where she’s guiding
companies such as Intuit, GE,

Cisco, and CA Technologies, and is
an advisor to numerous technology
startups including Vidyard,
Influitive, DataRPM, TrackMaven,
and HubSpot. 

Jill acknowledges that social
selling is complex and to truly
transform the organization requires
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Linda Richardson interviews social selling evangelist Jill Rowley.
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Seller Beware! 
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cross-functional collaboration and
executive level buy-in and
sponsorship, mindset, skillset,
toolkit. Clearly, using Twitter and
other channels is more involved
than getting a phone number and
calling a customer. Because there
is so much more nuance involved in
social networking, she strongly
advocates providing social selling
training to salespeople whose
customers are active in social
channels. Jill does not see social
selling as the panacea, but as an
essential add on to phone, email,
face-to-face, and video
conferencing. It needs to be
embedded into the sales
organization’s existing processes,
methodologies, and systems. 

The term social selling is
everywhere. Yet many sales
leaders and salespeople are
skirting around it and questioning
what kind of impact it could have on
increasing sales. While she doesn’t
question its impact on pipeline and
revenue, Jill does question why we
call it social selling. She points out
that selling has always been social!
If anyone does come up with a
more descriptive name, it likely will
be Jill. As an expert in the field, she
feels the concept of social selling is
in its early stages and is still being
defined as buyer sophistication and
technology advances. 

To Jill, social selling is using
social networks like LinkedIn and
Twitter (or whatever social
networks the salesperson’s buyers
are using) to do research on the
buyer, the buying committee, and
their sphere of influence, to be
relevant and build relationships that
drive revenue. Socially surrounding

customers not only helps
salespeople find customers, it helps
customers find them based on their
digital presence and use of content
to educate, inform, and provide
insights and value. Importantly, Jill
underscored that social selling has
a direct impact on building
customer value and increasing
customer advocacy. When
customers are advocates, she says,
“A company’s best salespeople are
not on their payroll”. For her, the
time to “ring the bell” is not when
the customer signs the contract, but
when they are successful and
realizing value. 

Jill emphasized it is the top of
the sales funnel that has changed,

more than the bottom, because it is
at the front end of the funnel that
buyers are doing significant
research. First and foremost, there
is Google. Google is available 24/7
and she sees it as very reliable and
highly accurate. Most buyers,
regardless of what they are buying,
go to Google first and when they
talk to salespeople, they know and
expect much more. 

Customers are more aware and,
rather than depending solely on
what salespeople tell them, they
validate by going to review sites
and to their connections to
determine which providers to talk to
and buy from. This change is at the
crux of modern selling and, as Jill
describes it, has created the shift to
“living in the age of the customer -
not the age of the seller.” The big
difference is that customers not
only have greater choice, they have
more voice - so much so that it is
“Seller beware, no longer buyer
beware”. If you question the power
of the voice of the customer, here is
a case in point that drives the power
home.

When I spoke with Jill for this
interview, she was on a family
vacation. Traveling with the family
was their five-month-old maltipoo
puppy whose hair had grown quite
long. To give the puppy some relief
from the heat, the family consulted
Yelp to find a groomer. They met
the groomer, gave her a
photograph of the cut they wanted,
requested a nail clipping, and left
their phone number. They were told
the pup would be ready in two
hours. The groomer disappointed
on all counts to the point that the
pup did not even get his hair cut. In

The big advantage of
sharing via Twitter for
example, rather than
email, is that email

inboxes are flooded -
but so far, this is not

the case for social
networking inboxes.

Don’t limit the content
you share to your

relevant subject matter
or industry expertise.

Show you care by
mixing in content

related to your
customer or prospects’

personal interests.



The LInda Richardson Interview

the car, on the way home, Jill
noticed that Lilly Kate, her 10-year-
old daughter, was busy texting.
When mom asked Lilly Kate what
she was doing, she reported she
had written a Yelp review and it was
not a good one. Specifically and
factually, Lilly Kate (a pre-millennial)
described the situation and ended
her review with “in total this was not
a good experience.” After reading
Lilly Kate’s review, I wouldn’t bring
my pup there. Would you? 

Jill feels that an organizational
transformation is needed for most
sales teams, but, if the company is
not ready to truly go down the social
selling path, she says there are
things salespeople can and must
do individually to be visible and
relevant to the modern buyer. She
shared four essential and practical
social networking business
practices you can begin now: 

1.  Optimize your LinkedIn profile so
that it reads for customers - not
recruiters. Look at your profile and
other digital presence from the eyes
of the buyer. Things such as
‘President’s Club winner’ and
‘excellent negotiator’, Jill says, “will
make buyers allergic to you, ”
because that is the sales person
they don’t want to deal with. Instead,
talk about things customers care
about, such as the insights and
knowledge you have brought to
customers, and the business
outcomes you helped generate.
Rather than talk about how you
crushed your quota, talk about how
you helped your customers. In
preparing to update your profile,
read what your buyers read and join
in where they collaborate to make

sure that the expertise you tout is
relevant to your buyers. 

2.  ABC—Always Be Connecting
with your buyers and buyer
influencers. In Jill’s world “Your
network is your net worth.” Be
creative in connecting. Avoid
generic invitations. Find ways to
personalize them. For example, if
you are going to a conference,
before the event, reach out to the
speakers you want to connect to
with a note such as, “ I am going to
be attending … event. I am very
excited about your session on … I
hope I get a chance to say hi to you
at the event. In the meantime I
would be honored to have you in
my network and delighted to be in
yours.” Make the connection about
the person and not about you. 

3.  Be visible to today’s buyer by
being a today’s seller. Jill holds that
“Content is the currency of today’s
salesperson.” Relevant content is a
key part of making you visible.
Read magazines, blogs, and
podcasts. For example, if you are
selling into sales, read Top Sales
Magazine, but if you are selling into
finance read Fortune. But reading is
not enough. Read what your buyers
read and share that content across
your networks. The visibility comes
into play not in the reading, but in
the sharing. Use the share button
and add a comment to personalize
and provide focus such as, “Great
read!” The big advantage of sharing
via Twitter for example, rather than

email, is that email inboxes are
flooded - but so far, this is not the
case for social networking inboxes.
Don’t limit the content you share to
your relevant subject matter or
industry expertise. Show you care
by mixing in content related to your
customer or prospects’ personal
interests. 

4.  Be a social listener. Listening for
triggers and timely events. For
example, if a customer leaves his or
her firm, send congratulations and
introduce the idea of getting
together. Don’t stop there. Good
sales reps congratulate. Great ones
not only congratulate, but also add
value at the same time. For
example, for a VP new to the job
who is not from the industry, offer to
share your depth of experience in
that industry. 

Jill’s Advice: 
Your investment in social selling
should be buyer led, meaning, if
your buyers are not leveraging the
Internet and social networks, the
need to change is probably not as
urgent for you as an organization or
individual. BUT if your buyers are
digitally driven and socially
connected, don’t wait. Jill’s often
quoted saying “If you suck offline,
you will suck more online. 

#Don’tSuck. 
#BeYourAuthenticSelf—Social
Selling is not #ModernTrickery.”     n
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Find out more by visiting here.
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CSO Insights Sales Research Reports:

Take our Inaugural
2015 Sales Enablement Study
Receive the Research Report as Our Thanks for Participating!

In a complex and dynamic world of rising buyer expectations, the business need for sales
enablement is growing every day. Today's sales leaders have at least one enablement
challenge on their plate, if not many more!

For this reason, CSO Insights is launching its first annual Sales Enablement survey, and
we would like to invite you to participate in this major research report. 

Some of the findings that will come out of this study are:

l  Current state and maturity of sales enablement across industries 
l  What enablement services are provided for salespeople (content, training, coaching)
l  Role and business impact of technology (content, learning)
l  Top performance metrics that are improved with enablement
l  How enablement is organized, and how cross-functional collaboration is set-up
l  The business impact of customer-centric orientation

As our thanks for taking the study, you will immediately be able to download CSO
Insights' 2015 Sales Management Key Trends Analysis and the MHI Research Note
Strategic Issues for Sales Enablement upon completion of the survey. And, when the
research report is released in mid-October, we will share the best practices that World-
Class firms are implementing around sales enablement, as our compliments.

To take part in the study, click this link: Sales Enablement survey. Your responses will be
held in confidence and will be used to produce aggregated summaries.

https://mhiglobal.com/resultsready
https://mhiglobal.com/resultsready


During any coaching workshop I
facilitate, the managers who

care the most and who are truly
coachable—the ones who take
responsibility for creating
coaching cultures in their
organizations so they can most
effectively develop future
leaders—are the managers who

inevitably ask this critical question.
“Okay, Keith, now that you have

taught us how to coach like a world-
class leader, how do we ensure we
all follow through with the coaching
and do so consistently after the
workshop is over? You know how
busy we all are. And here in this
room, with no laptops or phones,

you said it yourself—it’s a lot easier
to coach in this safe environment;
away from the office and from our
team. But what happens when we
leave and are hit with reality; the
barrage of responsibilities, fires,
and timely demands when we get
back to the office and start checking
our email? I’m worried I’ll revert
back to being the Chief Problem
Solver and start fixing all of my
people’s problems for them again.

How do we sustain these critical
changes and stay in this coaching
zone, especially when the pressure
is on?”
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Peer-to-Peer Coaching: Your New
Secret Weapon 
Discover how to avoid slipping back into unproductive
habits, drive adoption, and sustain positive change after
any leadership training event is over. (Excerpt from Keith
Rosen's upcoming book Coachquest)

Keith Rosen
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An essential question. One that
practically every company who
attempts to develop some coaching
culture continually struggles with.
“How do you successfully embed
and sustain the desired behavioral
changes to positively and
measurably impact those around
you, after any training event is
over?”

There’s Not an App for That
As companies continue to search
for the holy grail of reinforcement,
sustainment, and adoption of
leadership best practices, they
continually step over the one thing
that will actually achieve what
matters most. And they’re missing it
because of this seduction of
technology. Meaning that, with the
right technology and systems in
place, you can fix anything. Except
this. You see, this will not be
resolved with another app,
reporting structure, or piece of
technology. This solution resides in
our humanity.

Of course there are ways to
leverage technology to support the
manager’s coaching and
development efforts. But that’s the
point. Technology is there to
streamline, support, even track and
recognize changes, trends, activity,
and results. However, it’s not the
ultimate panacea that answers this
overarching question about
coaching adoption and sustainment
because most of the time, leaders
are looking for the answer to this
question in all the wrong places.

Just for a moment, let’s avoid the
checkbox mentality that permeates
companies today. Park the idea of
tracking and making coaching

another line item in your
commitments, goals, or KPI’s.

Instead, here’s my response to
that manager’s burning question.
“The solution to building and
sustaining a coaching culture is
literally right in front of you.”

Peer-to-Peer Coaching
After giving these managers a
minute or so to struggle with the
answer, I continue.

“Look at the person to your left
who is sitting next to you. Now, look
at the person to your right. These
are your peers. These are the
people who, during our time
together, shared the same
challenges and goals they have for
their team that you do. The same
people who also want to build a
successful career and figure out the
best way to navigate within the
organization to get things done.
These are also the people who are
going to support you and ultimately,
determine whether or not world-
class coaching takes root, flourishes
and grows organically within your
culture. In other words, if you really

want to create a thriving culture,
then this change starts with you, the
leaders of the organization. And that
will require each of you to make an
unconditional commitment to
consistently and effectively coach
each other.

This is your coaching moment.
The solution to your question is
peer-to-peer coaching.

Leaders conceptually
understand that it’s up to them to
ensure the coaching is well received
and sustained amongst their team.
But they rarely stop and think to put
themselves in the shoes of the
coachee, let alone be coached by
their peers.

Every manager needs to create
alignment and set expectations
around coaching, then coach their
team to the best of their ability. But
to do so effectively, how are you
going to continually build your
coaching acumen as a manager,
the one dominant and influential skill
that will determine your success and
impact as a leader? Sure, you can
continually go to more training. You
can get coaching from your boss or
even hire an external coach. But the
most powerful resource you can
leverage is one that’s right in front of
you—your peers.

Imagine the impact this could
make. Not only would you be
reinforcing best practices and
building a deeper level of trust with
your peers, but think about what
would be possible if each manager
finished training with an
unconditional commitment to
proactively coach each other? Now,
think of the message you’re sending
to your team and throughout your
organization?”

Just for a moment, let’s
avoid the checkbox

mentality that
permeates companies
today. Park the idea of

tracking and making
coaching another line

item in your
commitments, goals,

or KPI’s.



Keith Rosen

Be the Change
When managers develop the type
of trusting relationship amongst
their peers that allows for authentic
coaching to happen, think about
what you’re modeling now? Those
you interact with and can influence
will take notice, especially your
direct reports. I’ve observed this
time and time again. “Wow! My
boss is reaching out to another
manager for help and for
coaching? That’s pretty cool! If
they see value in doing this on
their own time and terms, then
maybe it’s time for me to take
advantage and embrace coaching
as well.”

What else may happen? Your
direct reports start coaching and
supporting each other at a deeper,
more authentic level. Consider

how this might affect your daily
workload, let alone the results
you’re trying to achieve? I’ve
always said, avalanches roll
downhill. This is how you change a
culture—with human-to-human
interaction.

Without peer-to-peer coaching,
companies incur a great cost. As
the leader, if you don’t make an
authentic, trusting connection with
your peers, what behavior are you
exemplifying for your team? What
kind of relationships do you think
they will now foster with their peers
and customers?

I know many managers who

have experienced pushback from
their direct reports when
attempting to coach them. Well, if
you’re struggling to trust your
peers to coach you, then just
imagine the reaction your direct
reports may have when you
attempt to coach them! 

Your team is a reflection of you.
As Gandhi said, be the change you
want to see in others. Model what
you want to create. Look in the
mirror and ask yourself. “Are you
authentically modeling the
behaviors you want to see in your
team? n

Keith Rosen is the CEO of Profit Builders.
Find out more by visiting here.

Join This Week’s Discussion …

Is it important to be liked by a prospect
in order to win the business?

Please share your opinion HERE

TOP SALES WORLD
INSPIRING THE GLOBAL SALES COMMUNITY

http://keithrosen.com
https://www.linkedin.com/grp/post/1857130-6028874336071401473?trk=groups-post-b-title
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Even one mishandled interaction
can derail the relationship,

sometimes irrevocably. Of course,
you can't micromanage these
interactions and still focus on
making your numbers. 

Your Team is only as Strong as
Its Weakest Link
Top-performing sales organizations

ensure that everyone in the
organization who comes in contact
with customers is trained to
maximize the customer experience.
Here are some real-world examples
that illustrate the impact of training
on results:

Engineers
One of the companies we

worked with sold a highly technical
product supported by teams of
engineers. To complicate matters,
they had grown extensively through
acquisition. And, let's face it.
Engineers aren't always "people
people."

After a review of the customer
experience, this organization
decided they needed to not just
improve the customer experience,
but also make it more consistent
across divisions. Three months
after sending a pilot group of
engineers through a series of

targeted training courses, their
customer satisfaction had improved
by 33%.

Inside Sales and Support
Working the phone lines is a tough
job. You never know what kinds of
problems you'll be asked to resolve
- or what kind of day the person
calling is having. Inside sales reps
and support staff need to stay
positive and be on top of their game
at all times.

This was particularly challenging
for one of our customers. They had
gone through a major restructuring
and lost many of their most
experienced support staff to a
larger organization in the process.
To complicate matters, 50% of the
staff that remained worked from
home. Needless to say, the team
lacked the collective knowledge of
how to handle the tough cases that
comes from experience.

When you work with large
accounts, your customers
can have a dozen or more
regular contacts with
different parts of your
organization. Each of these
interactions has the potential
to make or break the long-
term relationship you
worked so hard to create. 

Maximizing the Customer Experience
for Long-Term Sales Success



Jodi Beuder 

This organization structured an
innovative series of onsite and
online courses, including refresher
courses, on maximizing the
customer experience. As a result,
service quality scores increased
from 88% to 95% and first-call
resolution from 29% to 52%.

Field Sales
In this final example, the customer
sold very complex equipment
through sales teams from multiple
divisions representing diverse
product lines. By ensuring
everyone had the same customer
experience training, the organization
was able to create a common
language for collaboration.
Furthermore, the training reoriented
the sales teams so they focused not
just on the products they sold, but
also on the collective customer
experience.

This company used the Net
Promoter Scores (NPS) to ensure
customer satisfaction measurements
were standardized across groups.
Their fundamental success metric
was to move neutral customers to
promoters. Within six months, their
data showed a significant increase
in the level of promoters from 47%
to 64% and a corresponding
reduction in the neutrals from 28%
to 18%. Further validating the data,
their control group (whose
representatives had received no
training) saw no statistically
significant improvement.

Making the Case for Customer
Experience Training
The good news is that you probably
won't need to convince executive
management that the customer

experience is important to long-
term success. Companies have
long understood that customer
satisfaction drives business and
that it's far cheaper to keep a
customer than to acquire a new
one. 

Convincing management that
formal training is needed can be a
little more challenging. Even those
organizations that spend hundreds
of thousands of dollars sending
their staff through product and
sales methodology training often
see formal customer experience
training as an unnecessary
expense. Instead, they put a few
posters on the wall about teamwork
and putting customers first...and
then they wonder why metrics don't
improve.

Here are 3 tips that we've found
helpful for making the case for
customer experience training:

#1 Data is key. CFOs want hard
metrics before they allocate budget.
Leverage data points like the ones I
shared above.

#2 Start small if you need to. You
may have noticed that two of the
three organizations focused on a
pilot group of employees to prove
the concept. 

#3 Be SMART about your
metrics. You may not be as
scientifically minded as the last
organization, but you need to
remember the old adage:
anecdotes aren't data. Use the

S.M.A.R.T. method for setting and
collecting data:

l  Specific - Make sure you set
metrics that are specific and that
everyone understands their
definition and purpose.

l  Measurable - Set metrics based
on data you can actually collect.

l  Achievable - Reaching for the
stars is great, but when making
a business case, achievable
metrics are vital. 

l  Relevant - If the metric doesn't
translate into long-term sales
success, don't bother.

l  Timely - Make sure you leave
enough time between your pilot
program and assessment to give
behavioral changes time to have
an impact.

If your success depends on long-
term customer relationships,
leaving customers in the hands of
employees who haven't been
trained to maximize the customer
experience is risky. In the end, you'll
spend valuable selling time trying to
put out fires and win back
customers - time you could spend
bringing in new business.
Maximizing the customer's
experience in every interaction is
vitally important in today's complex
B2B sales environments. n
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Top Sales World’s Top 50 Sales Books 2015
“When a man (or woman) is tired of reading, he/she is tired of life.” 

(With apologies to the great Samuel Johnson - (1709-1784) 
- one of the most quoted men of the 18th century.)

Today we have published the editorial team’s
favorite 50 books for your edification and
delight. Will this list represent the best 50
sales and marketing related books ever
written? We cannot claim that, but certainly
many of them would be right at home if such
a list existed.

We do hope you will enjoy our selection, and
when you find yourself at a loose-end, or in a
state of involuntary ennui this summer, you
will be able to refer back to the
downloadable PDF as often as you wish.

Download Your Copy Here

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Samuel_Johnson
http://bit.ly/1LMgntv


So, you might think that service
is getting better with each

passing moment. Surveys, though,
suggest otherwise. In fact, one
customer in four is said to be

thinking about leaving the average
business at any given time because
of dissatisfaction.

What's wrong? One answer is
that that too many companies and

employees view customer support
as something that happens once
and then is over. But true service
focuses not on a one-time event but
on building a sustained, positive
relationship.

A second reason for poor
service is that we often treat
customers and clients as if they're
all pretty much the same. But only
by honoring their individuality can
we hope to build lasting rapport.
Firms and people with a positive
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Everywhere you turn today, you hear about the
importance of customer satisfaction. From the bank to the
phone company to the video store, every business seems
to proclaim "The Customer Is King," that "People Are Our
Business," that "Your Satisfaction Is Our No.1 Goal."

Dr. Tony Alessandra

Customer Service – The DISC
Styles Way!
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attitude toward service know that
each contact--even a conflict or a
complaint--is an opportunity that
may never come again. Such
encounters typically fall into three
categories:

l  Moments of Magic: Positive
experiences that make
customers glad to do business
there. 

l  Moments of Misery: Negative
experiences that irritate,
frustrate, or annoy.

l  Moments of Mediocrity:
Routine, uninspired service that
leaves neither a strong positive
impression nor a strong negative
impression. 

Moments of Magic might include a
hotel clerk who greets you with a
warm smile, uses your name,
shakes your hand, and sincerely
asks that you call her with any
problems. You remember such
experiences.

But you probably remember even
more clearly Moments of Misery,
such as clerks who won't take
responsibility for solving problems--
personnel who don't know what
they're doing-and worse yet, don't
seem to care--or salespeople who
first ignore you, then act as if they're
doing you a favor by taking your
money. We've all had those
experiences, but usually not more
than once at the same place.
Because we don't go back.

Exceeding Expectations
The key to creating a Moment of
Magic is exceeding a customer's
expectations. Sounds simple
enough. But because people's

expectations vary according to
personality type, what works for
one may not work for another. 

Handling a complaint is one of
the most common, yet difficult,
service situations, for customer and
employee alike. So we're going to
look at that process and how we
can use knowledge of the DISC
behavioral styles to create
Moments of Magic.

As anyone who's ever dealt with
upset customers can attest, they
can be a diverse bunch: some
loudly belligerent, some agitated
but overloading you with details,
others low-key and almost
apologetic. But if you respond the
same way to the belligerent, the
agitated, and the apologetic, you
might increase the irritation for
some of them. You might even
produce a Moment of Misery. 

That's because each style
shows different symptoms of stress

and reacts in different ways. But if
you can recognize and respond to
these patterns, you can reduce
stress, yours and theirs.

Dealing with High ‘D’
Dominance Styles
As complainants, High D’s can be
aggressive and sometimes pushy.
And they may become intrusive,
perhaps saying something like, "I
demand to see the president this
instant!" or "If you don't furnish me
every last bit of correspondence in
this matter, you'll hear from my
lawyer in the morning."

High D’s may appear
uncooperative, trying to dictate
terms and conditions. But ask
yourself: what do they need? You
can help defuse them by providing:

l  Results, or at least tangible
signs of progress;

l  A fast pace;
l  Evidence that they have control

of the situation;
l  A belief that time is being saved.

The last thing you should do is to
assert your authority and argue with
the High D’s. They're not going to
be listening, and they'll probably
out-assert you. "Nobody ever won
an argument with a customer" is an
axiom of service. And that's doubly
true with High D’s.

Dealing with High ‘I’ Influence
Styles
High I’s with a complaint may seem
overeager and impulsive. "I need
this settled right this moment," they
might say, despite your logical
explanation of why this complex
situation can't possibly be cleared

You may see them as
compulsives more

hung up on the process
and on showing they're
right than getting the
problem resolved. But
if you want to retain

their loyalty, you'll deal
with them precisely
and systematically,
emphasizing your
firm's interest in

seeing justice done.



Dr. Tony Alessandra

up for 48 hours. High I’s, usually
skilled in verbal attack, may also
come across as manipulative,
perhaps saying, "I wonder if a letter
to your CEO and chairman of the
board would improve your
attitude?" 

Under stress, High I’s' primary
response may be to disregard the
facts and anything you say. But you
can address their needs by giving
them: 

        
l  Personal attention;
l  Affirmation of their position;
l  Lots of verbal give-and-take;
l  Assurance that effort is being

saved.

You may think the best course is to
sit there impassively and let the
High I’s harangue you. But, actually,
you'd probably be better off to give
them a quick-paced, spirited
explanation that shows you aren't
just brushing them off. 

Dealing with High ‘S’
Steadiness Styles
High S’s are the least likely to be
loud and argumentative. When they
do come forward, they may appear
submissive, hesitant, or even
apologetic. Worse yet, they may not
even complain openly but just
internalize their dissatisfaction and
then take their business elsewhere.
So if you suspect a problem, you
may need to draw them out.

High S’s hate conflict, so they
just wish this whole problem would
go away, even if it weren’t
necessarily settled in their favor.
"I'm sorry to make such a big deal
out of this," they often say.

High S’s will be made most

comfortable if you:

l  Make them feel they're
personally "okay"; 

l  Promise that the crisis will soon
ebb; 

l  Guarantee that the process will
be relaxed and pleasant;

l  Show you're committed to
working with them to iron out the
problem and save the
"relationship." 

You might be tempted to think the
diffident RELATER is not to be
taken seriously and can be shunted
aside with mere lip service. But,
remember, they're just as upset as
High D’s are; they just express it in
a much more low-key way. And
they'll quietly go elsewhere if their
needs aren't met. 

Dealing with High ‘C’
Conscientious Styles
High C’s won't loudly carp and
cajole like High D’s or High I’s, but
they won't be submissive, either.
And their complaints may have a
sharper edge to them than will the
High S’s.

High C’s tend to recite the
chronology of events and the litany
of errors they've had to endure.
They'll provide data and
documentation and get quite
involved in the details of the snafu. 

Here's how you can lessen
tension with complaining High C’s:

l  Suggest that they're right
l  Explain the process and details

l  Show appreciation for their
accuracy and thoroughness

l  Help them save face" 

You may see them as compulsives
more hung up on the process and
on showing they're right than
getting the problem resolved. But if
you want to retain their loyalty, you'll
deal with them precisely and
systematically, emphasizing your
firm's interest in seeing justice
done.

An Important Head Start 
Knowing and using The Platinum
Rule to deal with complaints gives
you an important head start toward
creating a Moment of Magic. It
allows you to collaborate with your
customers in solving the problem,
reducing the likelihood that they'll
make outrageous demands,
become abusive or take their
business elsewhere.

In fact, studies show that
customers who feel that a business
has responded to their complaints
are more likely than non-
complainers to do business there
again. They actually become more
loyal than if the problem never
happened.

So look at your complaints as
opportunities to show much you
really care about the customer.
Remember: Your customers
aren't just part of your job; your
customers are the reason you
have a job!                                          n
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Dr. Tony Alessandra is a best-selling author and
international speaker. Find out more here.
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Joanne Black 

We assume that:

l  Because we had a good meeting
with a client, we can forecast the
business at 50 percent.

l  Because someone downloaded
a whitepaper, we should call him.

l  Because someone visited a
tradeshow booth, she’s a
prospect.

l  Because we do good work, we’ll
get referrals from clients.

Assuming is the easy way out.
Assuming is dangerous because it
makes us lazy about increasing
sales pipelines. But salespeople
often fall into this trap, usually to find
out their assumptions were all
wrong. 

3 Dangerous Sales
Assumptions
Making assumptions costs you
opportunities and minimizes your
sales effectiveness. The next time
you think you’ve nailed a sale, keep
the following in mind:

1.  Other people don’t spend
much time worrying about
growing our businesses: We
often assume clients, friends, and
business associates know we want
to get referrals. But even our best
friends and most satisfied clients

are focused on their own work and
lives. People who care about us and
our businesses are happy to refer a
friend. But referrals don’t just
happen, at least not at scale. We
have to ask.

2.  A prospect is not a lead until
you have a business
conversation and ask your
qualifying questions: Inquiries are
not qualified leads, and neither are
those coveted lists of names some
companies still insist on buying.
Someone who downloaded a
whitepaper, viewed a demo, or
visited your tradeshow booth is not
a qualified lead. These people could
just be curious or kicking tires, or
they might be your competitors.
Qualified leads match the profile of
your Ideal Client. They have budget
and a need, and they want to learn
more about how you can help grow
their businesses. 

3.  We can appear to be too busy:
Some people think appearing to be
consumed with client work will make
them look successful. But if you
appear overwhelmed, no one will
refer you. They’ll assume you don’t

have time to serve their connections
well. One of my clients brags about
the crazy hours she works—how
she’s in the office at 6 a.m. and on
many Sundays. Who would think
she wants or needs more clients?
Of course she does. But the way
she talks suggests her client roster
is full. Don’t make the same
mistake. The next time someone
asks how you're doing, avoid saying
how swamped you are. Try this: “I’m
busy with some great projects, but
I’m always looking for a few more
terrific clients.”

Don’t let assumptions cause your
sales pipeline to dry up. Continue to
prospect, even when you're crazy-
busy. You always have time for one
more phone call, one more email, or
one more social outreach per day. If
you really want to get referrals, you'll
always be asking. And you’ll leave
your competitors in the dust.           n

Want to Get Referrals? 
Avoid These 3 Assumptions
Remember the old saying about what happens when you
assume? You make an “ass” out of “u” and “me.” Yet,
salespeople make many assumptions. 
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Joanne Black is America’s leading authority on
referral selling. Find out more by visiting here.
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As you think about that phrase,
you’ll notice that there are gaps

everywhere, both physical, as in the
case above, and virtual, as in many

business processes. So…how
much are you losing in all your
virtual gaps? What is falling in there
that is valuable and seemingly lost

forever? And what is the COST of
that loss? Spending some time
answering those questions for
yourself will reveal a great deal
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“Mind the Gap” of Your Sales Apps
As an homage to our host “across the pond,” for this article I thought of a phrase that
almost anyone living in or visiting London has heard—“Mind the Gap.” As you enter the
subway (or “tube”), you’re reminded that there’s a space between the platform and the
train. And, should you drop something in there, or worse, get your foot caught there, you’ll
be in a world of hurt. “Mind the Gap,” lest you lose something very important. 

Amit Davé 
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about what you’re losing.
For now, let’s take a typical

scenario. You’re investing in sales
technology and the vendor says,
“Sure! We integrate into your CRM.”
Without thinking, you mentally
check the box for “integration” and
you move on to get things started.
Months later, you’re in your CRM
system and you see an opportunity
flagged as won. Great! You start to
see which of your varied services
the customer bought. Wait a minute,
where’s the info? Well, unless you
go on an expedition which could
involve phone calls, research, and
other time-consuming endeavors,
that data has likely fallen into the
“gap” —the place between the sales
system you purchased and your
CRM.

3 Steps to Avoid the Gap
There are three things you can do
to avoid this issue. Sadly, they all
take time and effort. And if you’re
the one that will be affected, it’ll
likely be YOUR time that you’ll need
to spend. However, I can vouch,
from seeing this issue in hundreds
of businesses, that the pain of
ignoring the gap will be much
greater than the time spent up-
front. So to help avoid that pain, I’ll
propose three things that anyone in
a buying position can do—
regardless of technical skill.

Diagram
This is a process that you can use
in many aspects of your life (work or
personal). As a programmer,
drawing and diagramming comes
with the territory. However, it was
only a few years ago that, while on
a call with a successful owner of a

private equity fund, I got advice on
diagramming sales activities. That
concept hit me like a ton of bricks.
Everyone says selling is a
process—well then, naturally a
process diagram should work. For
your purposes, you don’t need to
take a programming course or a
course on diagramming (or art
classes, for that matter). You know
most of this stuff already, and your
squiggly lines will do just fine.
Simply grab a paper and pen (or
PowerPoint or Visio, if you prefer).
Try to identify the major buckets
that your information falls into and
decide which people, systems, or
processes own those buckets. The
key is to find out where information
is generated (entered) the FIRST
time and where it needs to be read
or used down the road. 

For explanation purposes we will
diagram a simplified scenario. If
someone places an order on your
website, and then someone in the
processing department has to fulfill
that order, you would draw a box for
the website, a box for the fulfillment,
and a line between them. It is that
simple. The part that is important
for you and your sales process is to
think about all the bits of

information that you collect on the
site (you may want to list them in
the website box), and what the
order fulfillment person would need
(you can list this in the fulfillment
box). The line is the important part.
It represents the sharing or transfer
of information from the website to
the fulfillment. What information
was available in Box 1 that Box 2
would need? And does Box 2 ever
create more information that
perhaps Box 1 needs? Thinking
through those questions, you will
quickly uncover where the real
gaps are.

Any system that claims to bridge
the gap between those two
processes or systems must be able
to show ALL the information that the
order processor would need.
Otherwise, you’ve lost something in
the gap. Sure you can run to the
website’s system and look it up, but
who has time (or maybe even
access) to do that! Diagrams (with a
little list) will help you zero in on
those gaps.

Test or Confirm
This, unfortunately, is a part of the
buying process that doesn’t happen
as much as it should. When we
mentally checked the box for
“integration” and gave the vendor
the benefit of the doubt, we set
ourselves up for failure. It may be
that the vendor doesn’t know the
level of complexity you have, or
various other reasons, but the end
result will be that a gap is created. 

What should happen is that you
should be provided absolute proof
that what you’re looking to capture
in one location plays nicely with
systems you’re already using. The

I’m simplifying the
example, but you can

see that if the
fulfillment process had

been looking up the
information in real-

time, this error would
not occur.



Amit Davé 

best way to see this happening is to
look for actual proof. Ideally, if you
can see it working in your systems
(or at least a very similar demo
system), and you can play with it to
find the “edges” of where the gaps
could form, then you will know what
you’re getting into. If you’re buying
a very complex ERP system or
some other massive tool, then it
becomes less possible to test
because the integration happens a
bit more manually. It’s really
important to get guarantees on the
level and depth of integration
(ideally in writing), and also make
sure that the diagramming you did
is added to and confirmed by your
partners.

Customize
As alluded to in the Test or Confirm
tip, some systems are “integration
ready” but do not automatically
share or plug in data. This is going
to cost more and be more error
prone. So if you can find a system
that already has built-in integration,
you should favor it. Sometimes you
have to get some homegrown
database to speak to the system
you care about. Luckily, most
software today has what is known
as an API. While companies use
this term very loosely, if the system
you’re working with is “modern”
enough, it generally means that
there’s a pre-built standard web-
based communication baked into
your software. All any engineer has
to do is to use those pre-built
methods and read and write
information from one system to
another. Your vendor now becomes
a translator. Usually this work is
pretty straight forward (again, with

newer systems). Older systems
may need a very adept translator.
The goal of any translator should be
to get the information needed in a
manner that makes sense to the
person using the data. 

Sticking with our website
example, our website may call that
purchase an “order.” However, in
our fulfillment system, they may call
this a “sale.” Now if we introduce
the word “order” into our
“downstream” system, we may
confuse the fulfillment team.
Therefore, it’s important that our
systems know that each one calls
these items different things but they
are the same.

The point here is when you
customize integrations, you have
an increased risk of gaps. You can
minimize the gaps by making sure
that the translator you selected
knows the information that’s
important to each group using the
application. You should specifically
ask and ensure that the detailed
information will be available to see
in both places. And that brings me
to my last, bonus point.

Don’t Overlap
Do not settle for an overlap of data.
Synching information is sometimes
an easier process (and therefore
less costly), and granted, there are
some cases where it’s warranted.
But the risks of synching and
having overlapping data are one of
those technical pitfalls you should
definitely do your best to avoid to
prevent significant pain and cost

down the road. Always ensure that
you have identified the master
system that “owns” the data, and
when another system needs to see
that data, that it is being read from
the master and displayed. Not
stored on the receiving end. 

Finishing off with our example
from above, let’s say that this
company chose to synch the order
fulfillment system from the website
nightly. Let’s say an order was
placed on the website, and during
the nightly synch, the order was
written to the order fulfillment
system. But just after the synch, the
purchaser cancelled their order.
The next morning your order
fulfillment team ships the order,
because their system says the
order was placed! I’m simplifying
the example, but you can see that if
the fulfillment process had been
looking up the information in real-
time, this error would not occur.

Stay Gapless 
I hope that through this process I
got you thinking about the gaps that
you may have in your systems and
business. The crucial thing is to be
wary of the gaps and identify them
early on. As you find gaps, engage
your teams to actively resolve
them. If you can eliminate gaps in
systems, people, and processes,
you will stop having a bumpy time
getting from sale to delivery—
which, in turn, will result in happier
staff and happier customers.          n
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Find out more by visiting here.
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Expert of the Week

Ken Thoreson is President of Acumen Management
Group, Ltd. and a sales leadership professional

who “operationalizes” sales management systems and
processes to pull sales results out of the doldrums into
the fresh zone of predictable revenue. As a sales
management thought leader Ken is recognized as an
expert in sales execution, channel management,
revenue generation, sales analysis, compensation,
forecasting, recruitment, and training within the sales
function. Over the past 18 years, his consulting,
advisory, and platform services have illuminated,
motivated, and rejuvenated the sales efforts for
companies throughout North America—from emerging,
transitional to high-growth. Prior to founding Acumen,
he led development-stage, entrepreneurial, and a
$250-million national vertical software sales
organization as vice president of sales.

As a speaker, Ken energizes audiences and

recharges their personal commitment to professional
excellence to help drive personal and organizational
change and growth. In addition to the four released
books based on his Sales Management Guru series,
and Success Simplified, co-authored with Stephen
Covey, Ken’s many articles and nationally recognized
blog are excellent resources for executives who want to
revitalize their organizations. He has been published in
Selling Power, VARBusiness, Reseller Management,
Top Sales World, Business Products Professional, and
Redmond Channel Partner Magazine, Ken’s blog has
been rated in the top 10 sales blogs in the United States
and ranked a top sales industry social media user by
Top View.

l  Ranked: “Top 50 Sales & Marketing Influencers
2015 “ 4 years in a row

l  Selected: Hall of Fame, SalesCoachWorld.com
l  Ken is a member of the National Speakers

Association. 

Published Books
Your Sales Management Guru series:

l  Recruiting High Performance Sales Teams
l  Creating Compensation Plans for High Performance
l  Leading High Performance Sales Teams
l  SLAMMED! for the first time sales manager
    
l  Success Simplified (Co-author with Dr. Stephen

Covey)    

Acumen Management Group Ltd. “operationalizes”
sales management systems and processes that pull
revenue out of the doldrums into the fresh zone. During
the past 17 years, our consulting, advisory, and
platform services have illuminated, motivated, and
rejuvenated the sales efforts for organizations
throughout world. 

Find out more about Ken Here.  n
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Book of the Week

“In this day and age there is so much focus on how
to "get to" a buyer that we often forget what to do
when we actually need to "have a conversation".
This book changes that.

Nancy hit the nail on the head with her focus on
collaborative selling. She defines it as being on the
same side as your buyer working with them to
achieve something you both want. They want a
solution, you want a sale. Those two things are not
mutually exclusive but how you approach this type
of sales process is unique. This book gives you the
tools to accomplish that task.

I particularly like how this author takes the
WIIFT (What Is In It For Them) acronym and made
it actionable via a sales strategy. W - Wait I -
Initiate I - Investigate F - Facilitate T - Then
Consolidate.

Loved the information in this book and the style
in which it was delivered. It was like having a
conversation with the author and when it comes to
sales books. What is better than that?”

Trish Bertuzzi
President & Chief Strategist, The Bridge Group Inc.

See what other readers thought and buy here

http://topsalesworld.com/featured-book/


Top Sales Article & Blog Posts

This Week’s Top Sales Article
Is This Why Managers Fail at What Matters Most?
by Deb Calvert

We’ve been doing it all wrong.
Maybe that’s why so many
managers fail at their single most
important job.

It all comes down to how we
define effectiveness.

Being effective simply means
you are able to produce the desired
effect. Effective sales professionals
produce sales. Effective school
teachers produce educated
students. Effective assembly line
workers produce finished products.
And so on.

Here’s the problem: We
evaluate effectiveness based on
individual performance. Your

annual employee review focuses
on what you produced over the past
12 months, what measurable
output can be attributed to your
efforts.

For managers, the measure of
effectiveness is nothing more than
the collective output of the team.

Sales managers are deemed
effective if the team meets their
sales quotas. School principals and
administrators are considered to be
effective if enough students pass
standardized tests to prove they’ve
been educated. Factory
supervisors are effective if their ...

Read More Here u

Each day, I read several
newsletters written by physicians
who are also natural or
homeopathic practicioners. They
are proponents of natural health
care, a nutritional diet, and
supplements. They are vocal in
their criticisms of the FDA, Big
Pharma, and mainstream medicine.
The most vocal of them are viewed
as huge threats to the FDA and Big
Pharma, because they have
legitimate cures and protocols for
most, if not all diseases, while Big
Pharma needs us to take their
drugs, which cure nothing, but

cause other diseases that require
even more of their drugs. They pay
the FDA to approve these poisons
that are making and keeping us
sick.

Over the years, the most vocal
natural medical doctors have been
singled out, their offices have been
raided and some have been
arrested. In the past 2 weeks, 3 of
them have been found dead. You
may be wondering what this has to
do with selling or LinkedIn...

Last week, I wrote an article on
whether or not LinkedIn was a ...

This Week’s Top Sales Blog Post
Why I Was Kicked Out of a LinkedIn Sales Group
by Dave Kurlan

Read More Here u
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